
Dynamial Systems, MATH 374Homework Assignment #4DUE DATE: Wed., Ot. 19th, Start of lass.You should write up solutions neatly to all problems, making sure to show all your work. Anonempty subset will be graded. You are strongly enouraged to work on these problems with otherlassmates, although the solutions you turn in should be your own work.Note: Please list the names of any students or faulty who you worked with on the assignment.Problems on Topologial Conjugay1. Suppose that f and g are topologially onjugate with onjugay h, that is h Æ f = g Æ h.Show that h is a onjugay between fn and gn for any n 2 N. In other words, show thath Æ fn = gn Æ h 8n 2 N : (1)Hint: Use the fat that h is invertible.2. Use equation (1) to show that, if f and g are topologially onjugate, then h maps period npoints of f to period n points of g. Spei�ally, show that p is a period n point for f if andonly if h(p) is a period n point for g.3. Suppose that f and g are topologially onjugate and that p is an attrating �xed point for f .Prove that if x is asymptotially attrated to p under f , then h(x) is asymptotially attratedto h(p) under iteration of g. Conlude that h maps the basin of attration of p to the basinof attration of h(p). (The basin of attration of a �xed point is the set of all points attratedto the �xed point under iteration.)4. Find a linear onjugay h(x) = �x + � between the quadrati map Q(x) = x2 +  and thelogisti map F�(x) = �x(1� x). Give the values of � and � and the relationship between theparameters  and �.5. Using your onjugay from the previous question, for what values of � should we expet tosee a period-doubling bifuration our for the logisti map.6. Notie that Q1=4 is onjugate to F1 via the onjugay from Problem 4. However, while Qundergoes a saddle-node bifuration at  = 1=4, F� has a di�erent bifuration at � = 1 (seeExerise 8, Ch. 6 from HW #3.) Why are the bifurations for these two onjugate familiesdi�erent? By examining the relationship between the parameters  and � given by the linearonjugay, state preisely the values of the parameters for whih Q is onjugate to F�.Problems on Symboli DynamisChapter 9 Exerises (pp. 111 - 113)Problems: 1, 2, 7, 8, 18a, 18b, 18fNote: For the ontinuity problems in #18, the goal is to �nd a Æ that works in the de�nition ofontinuity or onvine yourself no suh Æ exists. For starters, go over the proof that the shift mapis ontinuous from lass.


